End-user programming tools for creating spreadsheets and webforms offer no data types except "string" for storing many kinds of data, such as person names and street addresses. Consequently, these tools cannot automatically validate these data.
INTRODUCTION
Already, over 50 million people create spreadsheets, databases or webforms to collect and organize data [13] . One study of spreadsheets showed that nearly 40% of this data is short, humanreadable strings of text, such as phone numbers, email addresses and person names, rather than numbers or formulas [2] .
Unfortunately, just as several percent of a spreadsheet's formulas typically contain errors [6] , string data has many errors. Common examples include using a field to store data of the wrong kind (such as putting a person's first and middle name in a field that should just have a first name [14] or even putting an age into an address field [11] ), or storing valid data in the wrong format (such as a phone number with unexpected parentheses around the area code).
These errors occur in part because spreadsheets and webform development tools require programmers to use regular expressions (regexps) or even scripts to validate data. Regexps can only accept or reject a string, with no shades of grey in between. Yet many kinds of data are not well-described in this binary manner. For example, suppose a web application validates email addresses using a regexp based on the official specification [3] . Then it would allow users to enter email addresses with 64 characters in the address's username (since the specification allows this), but obviously such a long username is highly unusual and questionable: it might be valid, but it probably is invalid. Regexps can only categorize data as valid or invalid, offering no third category for data that theoretically might be valid but still could benefit from manual double-checking by the person who entered that email address (or by some other person). Aside from this expressiveness problem, regexps are also hard to read and write for enduser programmers, who lack professional programming training [1] . Validation scripts are even more time-consuming and difficult to write than regexps, even for professional programmers, who consequently often choose to omit validation on webforms [11] .
The second obstacle to more thorough validation is that valid data appear in multiple formats. For example, mailing addresses may specify a full street type such as "Avenue" or an abbreviation such as "Ave.", and books may be referenced by title or ISBN. Prior to using data, an application typically must put data into a consistent format. Even if a programmer could write a regexp (with many disjunctions) to recognize multi-format data, the regexp still would leave inputs in multiple formats at the end of validation. Ideally, validation should help transform data into the format needed by the main application.
Based on these considerations, we present a tool set supporting a technique for recognizing questionable data and putting data into a consistent format. Our technique enables end-user programmers to define new abstractions called "topes", each of which robustly describes one kind of data (such as a mailing address) independently of any particular software application and which is reusable across applications and across software development platforms. A tope contains multiple explicitly distinguished formats that recognize valid inputs on a non-binary scale, and it contains transformation functions to map values from one format to another. 
TOOL SET OVERVIEW
Our tool set is called the Tope Development Environment (TDE). It includes user interfaces for creating topes, as well as implemented algorithms for using topes to validate spreadsheet and web application data. It includes an API that other tool developers can use for novel purposes in other programming platforms.
Creating Topes
An end-user programmer performs two steps to implement each of a tope's formats. First, the programmer provides one or more examples of the data to validate. The TDE infers a basic format covering most or all of the examples and presents this format onscreen [14] (Figure 1) . Second, the programmer reviews, customizes, and tests the format in Toped [9] , which is a form-based syntax-directed editor [5] . The programmer can then implement other formats and transformation functions between formats. The TDE stores the tope implementation in an XML file, which can be referenced to validate data in spreadsheets and/or webforms.
Unlike regexps, topes not only distinguish between valid and invalid data, but they also can identify data that is questionable because it deviates slightly from the anticipated format. This is achieved by letting the programmer specify "soft" constraints that are often (but not always) satisfied by inputs. For example, the programmer could specify that an email address almost always contains 3 to 30 characters ( Figure 2 ). The list of supported constraints includes requiring that a part should match another existing format, or specifying that a part can repeat a certain number of times (perhaps with separators between repetitions).
From these constraints, the TDE generates a context-free grammar for the format, with constraints on the grammar's productions, for parsing inputs at runtime [10] . Transformation functions operate on parse trees to reformat strings between formats. Transformations can change separators, reorder parts, use lookup tables on parts, change capitalization of parts, and call other transformations (as functions) on parts. 
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Using Topes
To validate data, the programmer selects a range of spreadsheet cells or a webform's text field, then browses through the existing topes to select an appropriate one (or creates a new one).
In spreadsheets, the TDE's Excel plug-in immediately reads each spreadsheet cell and passes its text into the TDE's parser. The parser returns 1 if the parse succeeds and the string violates no constraints; it returns 0 if the parse fails or the string violates constraints that should always be true; and it returns a number in between 0 and 1 if the string violates soft constraints. The parser provides a summary of any violated constraints, which the plug-in displays as a targeted error message describing what is wrong with that string. For example, providing an unusual person last name like "von Neumann" might yield, "The last name almost always starts with an uppercase letter." Spreadsheet users can choose to fix or ignore flagged data.
When a programmer uses the Microsoft Visual Studio.NET plug-in to associate a tope with a webform text field, the TDE generates JavaScript that checks inputs at runtime and displays targeted error messages for invalid data. The programmer can specify that questionable inputs should be allowed, but that a warning should appear so that the application user who provided the unusual value can double-check it. This approach rejects obviously invalid inputs but allows questionable inputs if they are confirmed. (The programmer can also specify alternate settings, such as always rejecting any input that is not definitely valid.)
Finally, the programmer can specify a "preferred format" in the tope for each spreadsheet cell and webform field. If the input is valid, but in the wrong format, then the plug-in (or generated JavaScript) will automatically transform the data into the preferred format. This is achieved by executing one or more of the tope's transformation functions. The resulting value is displayed on-screen so that the application user can review the result before it is submitted through the webform to the server. 
VALIDATION AND TOOL MATURITY
To evaluate expressiveness, we have used the TDE to implement and use topes for dozens of kinds of data. These include 32 categories of data that occur most prevalently in the EUSES spreadsheet corpus's "database" section [2] [11], as well as 14 categories of data that we identified by logging what four administrative assistants typed into their web browsers over a 3 week period [10] . During these studies, we found four common kinds of topes: numeric topes such as area codes, proper nouns such as street names, closed-set enumerations such as American state names and abbreviations, and structured hierarchical data such as mailing addresses.
To evaluate usability, we conducted a user study of the format editor (in Toped) and found that it enables administrative assistants and students to quickly and correctly implement validation [9] . In a total of less than 30 minutes, participants implemented formats for phone numbers and two kinds of data for which we have never been able to find a regexp on the web: company names and primary address lines (just the street address, not the entire mailing address). For comparison, we asked a separate group of participants to perform these tasks with the Lapis data-description language (which cannot identify questionable data or describe transformations) [4] . Toped users completed 59% more formats than Lapis users, and the resulting formats were 45% more accurate. Moreover, though not perfectly comparable, it appears that subjects completed our tasks with Toped more quickly and accurately than subjects completed similar tasks with regexps in an earlier study conducted during the development of the SWYN regexp editor [1] .
As evidence of usefulness, we have not only integrated the TDE with Excel and Visual Studio.NET, but other researchers (with our help) integrated an early version of the TDE into Robofox [7] . Enduser programmers use this tool to create web macros, which are programs that instruct a browser to perform a series of operations. For example, a web macro might tell a browser to visit a certain URL, copy a stock ticker symbol from a certain location on the page, go to another URL, paste the stock ticker symbol into a webform, submit the webform, and so on. One key problem with web macros is that if the web site's structure changes, then a stock ticker symbol may no longer appear in the anticipated location [8] . Thus, at runtime, the web macro might copy arbitrary text from that location. To guard against this, Robofox now allows end-user programmers to create an assertion specifying that the clipboard's contents should match a certain tope format. If the assertion fails, then the macro pauses and asks the user to verify that execution should proceed. This substantially increases the robustness of web macros against site evolution. We have also integrated the TDE with other programming tools, including a second web macro tool (CoScripter) to support transformation of strings in tabular data structures [7] , and we have implemented an API to validate and transform strings in XML data [12] .
Although these evaluations illustrate the expressiveness, relative usability, and usefulness of the TDE, they also highlighted several opportunities for improvement, particularly in the user interface of the editor (Toped). Although it is possible to express topes for many kinds of data, implementing multi-format topes can be tedious. As one example, if a programmer wants to add a certain constraint to more than one format, then it is necessary to open each format in the editor and manually add the constraint to each format. This extra work could be reduced by providing a mechanism to specify that a constraint should be applied to more than one format. (Our usability study participants did not run into this tediousness because they only implemented a single format for each kind of data.)
Because of these limitations in Toped, we have not yet opensourced that module. However, the plug-ins, inference algorithm (Topei), generator for grammars (Topeg), and the parser (Topep) are available as C# libraries, and the parser is also available as a Java library 1 .
Over the next few months, we will correct the known deficiencies in the TDE. In addition, to further support tope reuse, we are extending the TDE with a repository system where people can publish and find tope implementations. Repository search mechanisms will enable software engineers to identify suitable tope implementations based on quality criteria and based on relevance to new applications. Developing a repository will enable us to collect actual tope implementations as well as feedback from people using topes in real applications. This will facilitate incremental TDE improvements to
